2014 LTER IMC Annual Meeting Report
LTER IM & ESIP meeting, Frisco, CO.
http://im.lternet.edu/news/meetings/2014

Summary
The 2014 LTER IMC Annual Meeting was held in Copper Mountain, CO this year (July 8th  July
11th), in conjunction with the Federation of Earth Science and Information Partners (ESIP)
summer meeting. The LTER IMC held a one day meeting on this year (July 8th) with the rest of
the week open to participation in ESIP meeting activities. The LTER was well represented in the
broader ESIP meeting the rest of the week, with multiple sessions led by LTER IM members
covering topics both LTERspecific and broader. Meeting topics and activities at the LTERonly
day on Tuesday the 8th included a video conference with NSF representative Saran Twombly
and discussing/planning sessions centered on the future of LTER IM considering possible
changes in the network office.

Agenda
Tuesday, July 8
0745

Premeeting: floor nominations

0800

Welcome

0830

NSF Call w/ Saran Twombly

0900

IMC Planning for future
➔ Current situation
➔ Twoyear window
➔ New LNO requirements

1000

Planning breakouts

1030

Break

1100

Planning breakouts continued

1130

Breakout reporting back

1200

Next steps

1230

Lunch and voting

0145

Election results

0200

Working group sessions

0330

Break

0400

Working groups report back

0445

Close
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LTER Participation in ESIP Meeting
http://commons.esipfed.org/taxonomy/term/1245

Wednesday, 7/9/2014
Enabling Technologies for the Ecological Data Lifecycle
(J. Chamblee)
Since 1982, information managers and scientists from the Long Term Ecological Research Network have
developed a variety of information technology tools to collect, document, archive, use, and reuse diverse
ecological data sets, many of which have been shared cross LTER sites and tested in a variety of other
contexts as well. This session provides a brief introduction a selection of LTER tools. Fifteen minute
presentations will emphasize strengths, challenges, plans for the future, and the potential for adoption by
other groups. Time for questions will follow each presentation and we will leave ten minutes at the end for
open discussion.

http://commons.esipfed.org/node/2405

Thursday, 7/10/2014
A best practices guide for managing sensor networks & data
(D. Henshaw)
A working group of practitioners experienced in the entire life cycle of streaming sensor data is developing a
best practices guide for managing sensor networks and data. The best practices focus on establishing and
managing a fixed environmental sensor network for on or nearsurface point measurements for purposes of
longterm environmental data acquisition…

http://commons.esipfed.org/node/2385

Internet Mapping: Building web applications for researchers
(J. Hollingsworth, T. Valentine)
Currently, there is an increase in demand for serving various types of spatially referenced data. Additionally,
there is an increase in the number of options for displaying these types of data. In this session, we will
discuss some of the options available for serving and displaying spatially referenced information. We will
also talk about challenges in displaying geospatial locations and associated metadata on the internet.
Specific topics may include: how to pick an appropriate software package, determining and analyzing
various data source types (e.g. dynamic versus static), workflows for creating web services, and the
extensive variety of tools a user may have access to.

http://commons.esipfed.org/node/2393

Avoid Tech Regret: Let a Workflow Turn the Crank
(M. GastilBuhl, J. Porter, W. Sheldon, E. Boose)
Workflows can be used to automate data processing from the field to the database. Additionally, they can
be used to produce “value added” databases that integrate and harmonize existing data sources into new
and useful forms, including webconsumable resources. We will provide a brief overview on the use of
workflows to generate primary and useful data products (e.g. data integration, improved quality control,
aggregation), and discuss tools that can be used and the challenges they present. We will then
demonstrate various workflows, including a statistical code generator web service for ingesting data in R,
MATLAB, SAS and SPSS, workflows for harvesting data from Data Turbine, Campbell loggers and other
sources, and workflows for integrating and summarizing multisite climate data. The workshop will then
conclude with a group discussion on existing challenges and needs, such as enabling technologies,
training, and improved metadata generation systems for documenting composite data sets…

http://commons.esipfed.org/node/2403

Elections
There were two positions up for election this year, a fullterm and a oneyear term position on on
the Information Management Executive Committee (IM EXEC). Traditionally, followingyear
NISAC positions were voted on at summer annual meetings. GastilBuhl, M. (MCR) is set to end
her term serving on NSIC, but it was decided to postpone the elections for a later time, since the
position does not actually become available until early 2015.

IMC Exec - Full Term
Jonathan Walsh (Elected)
For a while I needed to really buckle down back at the Baltimore Ecosystem Study site to get our metadata
PASTA compliant, and as a result, needed to scale back on participation with network related work. I was
reluctant to do such a thing but I had no choice. I now have some opportunity and feel some obligation to
resume working more with network activities. Clearly, serving on IMExec is a great way to do that, as
IMExec has a bird'seye view of the activities of the IM network. This is a unique time for LTER Information
Management. The transition of the structure and function of the Network Office is going to be interesting and
potentially challenging. I'm willing to give extra time and energy to these things now that things are in better
shape back in Baltimore.Thanks!

Yang Xia
I appreciate the opportunity to be nominated to serve the IMC on IMExec. I have been involved with the
LTER since 2001 when I was a graduate student at the Jornada LTER studying plant ecology. I became
interested in information management while working as a research scientist as the Sevilleta LTER, where
my duties included quality assuring and documenting core longterm datasets. In 2010, I joined the IM team
at LNO and have participated in several IM Exec meetings and workshops where I gained a significantly
better understanding of network information management needs and understanding of the LTER program’s
goals. During my years at LNO I have also been involved with the development of LTER ClimDB, SiteDB and
PersonnelDB. Now, with my experience at LNO and in my current position at KNZ IM, I would like to
increase my contributions to the group of IMs by serving on IMEXEC. I think this is very good opportunity to
be more engaged and involved with the IM community, and less isolated within my own LTER site.

IMC Exec - One Year Term
Hope Humphries
I am honored to be nominated to serve on IMEXEC and would welcome the opportunity to make a
contribution during this time of change for the LTER and the IM community. I have been NWT’s IM since
2009. I was a Databits editor last year, have been a member of the GIS Working Group, and have attended
all IMC meetings since 2009. I have also been involved in various ecological research projects at NWT from
1989 to the present. As I approach the end of my IM career, some of my research obligations are also
winding down, allowing me greater time to focus on IM concerns.

Jason Downing (Elected)
I have had the pleasure to serve on IMEXEC for the last three years. In that time I have found the position to
be a very educational and rewarding experience. I have enjoyed the opportunity to interact more closely with
the LTER leadership and other information managers as we work to move forward in a continually changing
environment. Even though the commitment requires additional effort I believe that the benefits are profound
for both my site and my professional development; all that in addition to the numerous accomplishments
that have improved information management for LTER and our broader informatics community. I would be
honored to have the opportunity to serve for an additional year and continue with the work that we have been
conducting.

General Meeting Summaries

General Group Discussion
Updates from James Brunt
● May 2015, current money for LNO runs out (no salaries, office, power, etc.)
● Staff will likely be leaving earlier
● Need bridge funding and will be writing a proposal
● Funding for working groups
○ Had money in proposal but were cut back
○ No money for IM working groups at this point
Talking with McCartney (NSF, ABI program)
● The network office recompete is required by NSB. LNO gets 2 5year runs between open
competitions. The recompete is not related to current LNO specifics
● NSF is not a unified entity
● LTER doesn’t have additional money for “bigger and better” technology, so need to bring in others.
LTER has led field, but community is larger now and we need to think about how to grow
● Summary: NSF is expecting LTER to focus on immediate priorities for IM and site science. We
can’t wait for NSF to come up with solutions, and ideas need to move beyond being LTERcentric in
order to get funded. If software/solutions are being developed, they need to serve a larger
community. And LTER needs to work on establishing more connections with similar
groups/communities with similar needs and requirements.

Call to NSF
The IMC participated as a group in the traditional call to NSF, to discuss the current state of information
management in the LTER. Saran Twombly, the program director for the Division of Environmental Biology at
NSF talked about the current status and the future of the LTER Network Office, NSF priorities with regard to
information management as well as some other topics. Summary below:
●

●

●

●

Next month (August 2014) NSF is going to work on IM solicitation (LNO?)
○ IMC: Would Saran be interested in feedback from the IMC?
○ Saran: Yes
Future work on PASTA
○ Current high priorities are funded, i.e. Metacat replacement & DataOne integration
○ LTER is not a software engineering program. There are other places to fund that. NSF does
not currently want to see software development as a priority for the LTER. Main goals are
making data available, searchable. Hence, the priorities above.
○ PASTA could be pursued as model for other biological data. EarthCube is having a hard
time getting communities to agree with one another.
Site review guidelines for IM
○ Saran: The last version of these submitted by IMEXEC was found to be very useful by NSF.
Maintaining these is a good idea and should be kept up by IMC. Will continue to be used
as reference material for actual NSFproduced review criteria.
Ongoing IMC support
○ Through the “communication” office of the restructured LNO to be.

Afternoon Working Groups

IMC Input to NSF about Network Office Discussion
A portion of the IMC grouped together to discuss providing input to NSF about the recompete for the LNO
and also the restructuring of it’s offices and services, i.e. the split into a “communications” office and a
“data” office. During the discussion, it was decided that the most effective means for developing this input
would be through a workshop, where the LTER could also meet and discuss these issues with members of
the larger LTER and other communities.
Conclusion/Action Item
Write a proposal for grants to hold a workshop to produce the input to NSF about the restructuring of the
current LNO office.

Digital Asset Management Working Group Discussion
Digital asset management (DAM) for LTER sites includes the management of photographs, historical
documents, web camera images, videos, maps, aerial photography, audio recordings, and photo points.
These data/assets are not documented within the EML and database framework of LTER, and many sites
are trying to find a system to document, catalog, archive, and provide a searchable interface on the web.
General Notes
● Software that sites have experience with?
○ Flickr  issues with ownership
○ Smug Mug  $60/year
○ Picasa  ownership issues
○ Gallery  Jamie uses / Theresa has played with a bit
○ Druple  interesting options
● Capabilities we would like to see with software
○ Scripting API, Cost, Upload existing data files (metadata), read camera metadata, easy
customization, display with web interface, searching, remote users via web interface,
automate making thumbnails and other formats, user input of metadata, must handle pre
1970 dates, time zone enabled, created <alt> tags from metadata, water marking
● Metadata that should be collected
○ Data of photo/time, photographer, keywords/tags, place (where it was taken), title
description, licensing restrictions, orientation (may or may not need), original or edited
version, orginal source (sanned hardcopy/slid/etc)
Action Items
● Provide capabilities/cost assessment
○ Jonathan (Smug Mug)
○ Jaime (Gallery)
○ Hap (Drupal)
○ John P. (Exif)
○ Theresa (Razuna)
● Conference call (hang out) first week of August. Theresa will send out poll

Data Package Design Discussion

A group of IMs met during the afternoon to discussing current topics about data package design. The
primary topics of discussion were as follows: 1.) Rules for how we create metadata, 2.) Standards of
construction for EML packages, 3.) Recommended practice for items that do not fit in PASTA.

General Notes
● How do we analyze the various ‘shapes’ of data packages in PASTA?
● Sven is currently writing code now that will query PASTA and provide some metric for current
practices in package design
● Core areas are only one of many potential classifications
● How do we assess the usefulness of having data packages located in multiple repositories?
● Use of vocabulary classification to identify categories of package type
○ time, student, funding/grant source, signature data, experimental manipulation, spatial data
● What does this working group want to produce?
○ Documentation of recommended formats
○ The EML Best Practices document is not designed to address these specific issues
● Data Package Design Best Practices: new document
○ base on EML BP appendix
○ should address sitelevel database design issues related to data package management

Action Item(s)
● Sven will provide some code and results by the end of the week  DONE
● Schedule a VTC with the IMC to discuss existing data package categories and management
systems (source information the DPD BP)  Margaret

